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Short Notices

THE second division of part ii of Die Kvltur der Gcyenicart, edited by
Paul Hinneberg, deals with AUgemeine Verfassun'js- und Vencaliungs-
(jeschichte. Of this the first section has appeared (Leipzig: Teubner,
1911). This encyclopaedic work begins with a short account of the
institutions of prehistoric man by Dr. Alfred Vierkandt, of Berlin. Then
follows a section on the politics of the oriental nations, in which Professor
Leopold Wenger writes of the older states, including Carthage, and
Professor Martin Hartmann deals with the political organization of Islam.
There are also articles on China and Japan by Professors Otto Franke
and Karl Rathgen. The second section of the volume is devoted
to Europe. Professor Wenger contributes the account of <Jreek and
Roman institutions; and the longest article in the volume, on German
institutions from the earliest times to 1806, is by Ritter Luschin von
Ebengreuth. The names of the writers are a sufficient guarantee of the
soundness of a work which is intended for the general public. But
advanced students will deplore the absence of any references to original
authorities. The bibliographies vary in their degree of method and
completeness. They refer only to secondary works; and some of the
contributors appear to cherish the conviction that none but German books
deserve to be consulted. It is surprising, for instance, to find that the
meritorious but antiquated work of Winkelmann, which only extends to
the death of K'ing Alfred, is cited as the main book of reference for Anglo-
Saxon history (p. 338). The index-maker is entitled to some credit for the
system which he has pursued. He has given a number of subject-heads
(e. g. Add, Kdnigtum, Sklaverei), which enable the reader to make his own
applications of the comparative method. A.

The late Mr. Herbert Spencer devoted the residue of hia estate to con-
tinue the publication of the Descriptive Sociology, of which eight parts
were published in his lifetime. The collection was designed in the first
instance solely to facilitate his own work; but was printed in order to
present the facts ' in such a manner as to enable students of social science
to draw their own conclusions uninfluenced by the hypotheses or pre-
judices of other persons '. For ' African ' or ' Asiatic Races', and the Eke,
the plan may or may not have had its merits; for Greeks, Hellenic Era
(London: Williams & Norgate, 1910) it appears to have none. Parts
of the tabular analysis of ' structural' and ' functional' elements (in
columns often less than one word wide) are entertaining, when we learn
to read downwards (see Asiatic Races) instead of across; the rest is a
commonplace-book of extracts from some commentaries, handbooks,
and general treatises, which somebody happens to have read; some of
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these extracts are ' abridged'; many are translated. They are 124 in
number, including five by one of the compilers. The production of such
a book, on an obsolete plan, and on a subject which has been better
treated many times already, must have been a thankless task for
them; yet it appears that they contemplate another, on the Hellenistic
Greeks. J. L. M.

The first part of Professor Josef Partsch's Griechisches BurgscJiqftsrecht
(Leipzig: Teubner, 1909) carries the history of the Greek legal pledges
and sureties from the earliest (Homeric) examples to their later classical
developments, and discusses, besides their usage in private transactions,
the extensions of the practice in public business and even in international
law. The materials are given very fully, and the book is well arranged and
carefully indexed. J. L. M.

In a suggestive volume of Forschungen zur GescMchte its ausgehenden
fun/ten und des vierten JakrJtunderts (Berlin : Weidmann, 1910) Dr. Ulrich
Kahrstedt publishes his dissertation for the doctor's degree at Berlin,
on ' The Political Position of Demosthenes', and with it three other
essays, on ' The Date at which Spartan Monarchs entered Office', on
' The Athenian Symmories', and on ' The Revolution of the Four Hun-
dred '. These latter are slighter work than the dissertation, which takes
the interesting ground that the policy of Demosthenes was in essentials
rather pro-Persian than anti-Macedonian, and follows out the suggestion
with much ingenuity, though not always very convincingly. Dr. Kahr-
stedt evidently owes much, in method, and even in style, to his teacher
Dr. Eduard Meyer, to whom these firstfruits are dedicated. J. L. M.

M. J. S. Lewinski's lectures on The Origin of Property, and the Forma-
tion of the Village Community (London: Constable, 1913) are devoted
to a great problem, the complexity and difficulty of which the author
does not seem fully to realize. He *t"nV« that a simple solution is
provided by the working of a few universal tendencies—the economic
principle of appropriation by labour, the scarcity of land produced by
the growth of population, the decisive influence of numerical majorities,
and the variations produced by the relation of nature to human wants.
Owing to these forces, land is originally appropriated by individuals,
afterwards subjected to restrictions and equalization by communities,
and ultimately returns to individualism again. Neither racial traditions,
nor the devices of governments affect the process to any appreciable extent.
Such factors as the evolution of clans, the appropriation by conquest,,
the pressure of armed minorities, &c, are not even noticed by the. author.
The attempt to intersperse observations on Siberian customs with stray-
references to western European phenomena does not lead to satisfactory"
results, and sometimes suggests bewildering statements. It is difficult
to believe that the village communities of Germany and "Bngi*"^ have-
been evolved by the agitation of a rural proletariat, or that the concentra-
tion of village settlements is to be attributed chiefly to growing pressure of
population. Altogether, as a sketch of the general evolution of property,.
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